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In Truckeroo, every monster child begins life by creating their very own and special truck. Every child and every truck is unique. The trucks and monsters go to Truckeroo School to exercise, make art, blast music, play at recess, and eat lunch. The little monsters’ parents come to show their own special careers and how they contribute to Truckeroo.

The bright colors and rhyming of Truckeroo School are sure to catch the attention of any toddler. They will love to see all the details of each monster and their trucks, and then they can draw their own little monster or design their own special truck. They can learn about some of the things that children do at school. The story can extend to early learners as well with vocabulary like “unique,” “personality,” “tan-trums,” and more. Best of all, the story carries a strong theme of how differences are special and should be appreciated: in trucks, in little monsters, and in parents and their jobs.